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Natural stone and no apologies!
Modern architecture demands a new attitude to the use of natural stone,
arglres John Musgrove, BArch, ARIBA, Senior I-ecturer at the
Bartlett School of Architecture, llniversity College, London.

A sKFDtou ritea bliefarticleon the modeln uses

A olnrtu, nl :tone[orbtrildings in thisr'ountrl,
,( I I thought I 'impl; had to look around and

find the necessary material and comment upon it.
Being something of a fundamentalist and engaged
in teaching a 'nen'look' construction course to
undergraduates, it also seemed to be an excellent
opportunity to look into the matter in a reason-
ably constructive way which rvould serve a

number of pulposes. I did look around, but I
found that there was little to be seen in recent
stonervork which could not have been done
equally well by the Romans.

I decided, therefore, to think about stone from
a much more radical premiss, with the result that
this contribution is in the form of a brief exposi-
tion of what I believe to be a necessary new
attitude to the use of stone in buildings from an

architect's point of view. It is not an appraisal of
recent examples of the use of stone.

The most striking thing about recent rvritings
about stone is that everyone is vaguely apologetic
[or using it. This, mole than anything else, is
responsible for the lack ofa real stone philosophy
in modem building technique. Let us look at what

architects and, perhaps even more importantly,
students are apt to find in their general reading.
Tlvo examples rvill selve to make my point:
' . . . Its use is traditional in the districts in u'hich
it is prodrrced. where it contribules mut h to the
amenities, although even there its increased cost
now imposes regrettable limitations on its use.
Elsewhere stone is used as a facing for some
important buildings, . . . ' (r) 'Stone is used in
the more impoltant permanent buildings and its
appearance over long periods of time is at least as

important as its appearance in newly erected
buildings.'(z)

If it is to stand a reasonable chance among the
ever-growing gamut of building materials, stone
must be allowed to compete on equal terms. It
must be brought into the harsh light of logical
selection processes rvhich are the basis of the
simthetic constructional design method. It is

essential that those responsible for selection are
not misled, as thev mav rvell be in the case of
natural stone. Dr. Marian Bowley in her economic
study of building materials (3) expresses this
succinctly rvhen she points out that official studies
of a declining industlv serve to demonstrate

TECHNIQUE TO CO\-ER ALMOST EVERY
APPLICATION. (a) pOLISHED BLACK GRANITE:
ENTRANcE To Bow errrs uousr (Coffon,
Ballard, L BIow). (b) poLrsHED MARBLE oN
pILLARS: wATNEy uousr. (Trehearne, Norman
Preston, 8a- Ptnrs).

' the obstacles to innovation and its im-
probability in contracting (shrinking) materials
industlies' . Little purpose is selved by disregarding
facts: it is common knowledge that in some parts
of the cor.mtry the stone-quarrving industry has

been declining for many years. Whatever the
reasons, the results have been cumulative in an
unusual way. It is not possible to say at nhich
point in building history stone became an old-
fashioned material, nor why such a transition
assumed a deprecatory undertone of meaning,
but it is relevant to speculate on this aspect of the
material-selection process as it affects natural
stone, inextricably linked as it is w.ith the de-
velopment of architectural de:ign.

Between the full flood of Gothic Revival in the
middle years of the nineteenth century and the
machine aesthetic of Corbusiel in the nineteen-
ts,enties lies the tangle of design philosophies
which have produced the concepts of modern
architecture as x'e know them. It would be to
invert logic to attribute choice of materials to
aesthetic theolies, but the latter contribute to
rvhat might be termed a 'matelials climate', in
much the same way as schools of painting are often
recognisable by their commonly accepted palette.
Some of the leaders and innovators of the modern
movement used stone. Nikolaus Pevsner says of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh's Glasgou. School of



Art (the west wing, t9o7-o9): 'The contrasts
between fretwork and solid ashlar, and between
the menacing bareness on the left and the complex
polyphony on the right, are also effects more
comparable to abstract relief. . .' (4)

With the modern movement well under way
Adolf Loos in 19z6 used stone on the lower
storeys of his Tzara house in Paris. Perhaps even
more relevant are extracts from the writings of
Fr:ank Lloyd Wright whose use of stone was
altogether admirable; it was never derivative but
always inventive and appropriate. Writing of
Gothic masonry (S), he says: 'It was as though
stone had blossomed into a thing of the human
spirit: as though a wave of creative impulse has
seized stone and, mutable as the sea, the noble
material had heaved and swelled and broken into
lines of surge, peaks of foam, human symbols,
images of organic life caught and held in its
cosmic urge. A splendid song'. Picturesque lan-
guage apart, Wlight was not falling into the error
of ascribing a recognisable aesthetic to a material
per se. He goes on to say that the 'splendid song'
was not the song of stone, that in fact stone was
used negatively but scientifically:'stereotomy
was a science and such stone was used as had little
to say for itselfand so (nas) not outraged much by
such cutting to the shapes of organic life . . . '
'We may say that stone was not outraged, but
neither was it allowed to sing its own song, to be
itself'.

This view of the great stone era is interesting
because it seems to be prophetic of the rvay in
which we regard most of our more common
building materials today ; we use our materials in
a technically relevant way, gear.ed to the chosen
expression in terms of shape and pattern. The
materials used are a part of the acquired technique
(analytical and synthetic though it may be), and as

such are negative values in the sense Wright
intended in writing ofthe Gothic builders.

It would seem, therefore, that the way in which
stone has lost face may well be because of the

mistaken impression that Wr.ight was at pains to
correct: that stone imposes its own character. It
is because of this belief tbat the myth surrounding
stone must surely be destroyed if stone is to
regain an mbiassed status. The myth is respon-
sible also for the apologetic attitudes.

It would be interesting to look more deeply
into the uses of stone since about r 86o because it
is my belief that it would be found that almost all
buildings in which stone has been used, and which
are regarded as important architecturally, sub-
scribe to the principle that materials are, in a
sense, negative. I believe this argument has been
advanced before in a different way - that is, from
the hypothesis that most of the stone 'styles' are
themselves derived from earlier techniques. The
derivation of the trabeate styles from timber
construction is well understood. Both the earlv
modern examples quoted above 
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u'hich stone is used as a medium in the most
limited sense of the word. The methods of use are
different and, although presumably equally el{ci-
ent technically, are oflittle more importance than
that Gaugin and Van Gogh may have patronised
the same colourman for a short time in Arles.

These alguments are, nevertheless, specious
untiI we look at the technological and economic
position. No matter how irrelevant we think the
'Stone Character' aesthetic in the contempor.ary
scene, it persists, and stone technology has
become confused in trying to subscribe to it while
at the same time trying to rise above it. In an
article as brief as this it is only possible to take a
cursory look at the technical and economic
aspects of the use of stone, but I feel a few broad,
constructive criticisms are called for. They apply,
it may be said, to other materials industries as well
as the stone industry, but I believe they will
eventually set the pattern of the designer's
method of selection in the future.

Whenever stone is mentioned nowadaN the
first reaction is to question its validity on grousds
oI initial cost. Hos can the architect who wani]



to use stone make a reasonable statement which
weighs high first cost against such incommensur-
ate factors as durability, low maintenance costs if
the work is well executed, acceptable weathering
chancteristics if the stone is applied in a technic-
ally correct way, etc., etc.? Comparative cost/
performance studies are difficult and expensive to
make, but not impossible. Current methods of
cost-analysis make such information dillcult to
get at, and the stone industry is one of several
that might benefit from developing new methods
which could be more easily applied to the process
of materials-selection on a long term economic
basis. Building economics will become a much
more overt subject as more sophisticated selection
techniques gain momentum. Performance will be
one of the parameters we feed to the computers,
and it can only be quantified by rneans of fully
documented studies, using recognised methods of
comparative assessment.

Stone and timber are the only materials which
can be said to be used as found; pre-component
processing involves no fundamental change in
state. Grading or control of quality is therefore
needed if the properties of the product are to
be predictable. The grading of stone has been
practised in one form or another for a long time;
e.g., certain beds have been known for their
specific qualities. But there has always been a sort
of hand-to-mouth approval which forbade accur-
ate prediction. Here again the problems faced by
the designer relate to selection. Will this stone
run true to colour long enough to finish the job?
Will its properties remain constant over a long
run? Are the solutions to such problems merely
matters of extending facilities for research and
developrnent and of changing the capitaliution
position so that stocks are acquired which would
take some of'the risk out of selection? Current
British Standards relating to stone give little
guiiince in these respects.

There has been a good deal of concentration in
tbe stone industry on improved techniques,

ranging from the processes of quarrying and cut-
ting to newer and cheaper ways of applying stone
veneers, reducing the load factor for multi-storey
framed buildings, and so on. There is, in fact, a
sufficiently large spread of methodology to coyer
almost eyery application, and yet the use of stone
will increase and the techniques will be consoli-
dated only when the material (together with many
others) is made the subject of comparative per-
formance studies in which clear data are given for
use by designer and client alike.

There is a new, logical approach to the pro-
cesses of selection of building materials I it is part
of a much larger movement to rationalize and
organize the design system. Much of the hit-and-
miss of the past can be removed by studying
materials in a rational sequence from the as-found
state at one end to the performance of the
finished product at the other. Stone can benefit
from this new approach more than most materials.
At present, British Standards ar.e forced to make
quality an attribute dependent upon the judge-
ment of the quarryman. That this is not good
enough was recognised by Warland (6) and more
recently by the Knights (7): they gave some
of the chemical and physical properties of
building stones, but they do not go far enough
to enable overt comparisons of performance to
be made.

Cost as a factor in selection has not been
stressed in this article, because it is my belief that
the climate of opinion in the building industry
will move away from its present preoccupation
with initial outlay as soon as fully documented
studies of performance and long term economy
are available. Stone has played a major role in the
development of building technique and, without
doubt, the new skills in the design and executive
sectors in the building industry will continue to
be applied to it. Stone must not be used in the
emotional, esoteric way which stifles innovation
but as a competitive product with clearly
defined criteria of performance.
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Aberllefeni
Welsh Blue Slate
souRCE Aberllefeni Slate Quarries, Aberllefeni;
Braichgoch Slate Quarries, Corris - both in South
Merioneth within u miles of each other.
cEolocy The slate rock is Ordovician in origin
and obtained from the Gameddwen and Abir-
cwmeiddew beds.
coLouR Blue-grey ofa remarkable consistency.
cHARAcrFRtsrlcs Aberllefeni Slate has been re-
nonned for many years and quarried in the area for
over lbur centuries. It is substantiallv free from
metal and veining ofany sort and has a'near perlect
clearage.. tr is-virrually inert chemically, thui being
used widely lor acid tanks. anrl pori.r... 
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tremely high dielectric constant; is non-porous and
works to a very fine finish. thus being eminenlly
suitahle for high grade mason's work. lis consistenl
quality and freedom from imperfections enables it to
enjoy recommendation from the most stringent
building authorities with respect to strength, iub-
jection to thermal shock, the wetting and drying test,
and the sulphuric acid test.
AvArLABrLrry Normally within 4 weeks of agreed
sizes. Period varies with size of contract and sizes
specified,
slzss Fine-rubbed, rough-sanded, and frame-sawn
in pieces not exceeding 6 ft. in length and z ft. 6 in.
in width, * - : i.. in thickness, The larger sizes are
subject to availability at time of order. Natural-
riven, normally used only for ciadding and flooring,
not-exceeding 6 ft. super and ]in. to 2+ in. in
thickness,
rtNlsn Fine-rubbed, rough-sanded, frame-sawn,
and natural-riven.
PRoDUcTS Sills, window surrounds, coping,
creasing, capping, cladding, flooring, paving, skirt-
ings, shelves, thresholds, risers, wall pliques, etc,
pHysrcAr- pRopERTTES Weight may be based on
r5o ft. super: r in. thick: r ton.
wHERE usFD Recent examples irrtlude Faculty oI
Arts. Edinburgh University; County Council
Offices, Chelmsford; Paternoster Redevelopment,
City of London; King's College Hostel, Cambridge ;
Clare College, Cambridge; Magdalen Cotlege,
Oxford; Durham University, Physics Bloak,
Newostlelpon-Tyne ; Welwyn-Hatfield Hospital ;
Huddersfield Hospital ; Princess Margaret Hospital,
Swindon; Reconstruction of Downing Street,
Westminster; Southend Civic Centre ; Universitv
of Sussex; Premier House, Woking; Llandegfedi
Water Scheme, Monmouthshire; Doncaster Royal
Infirmary; Lutheran Church, Corby; Camelford
House, Millbank; Knightsbridge Redevelopmentl
Luton and Dunstable Hospital; Garrick Hotel,
Leicester Square; Congress Theatre, Eastboune;
Trawsfynydd Nuclear Power Station, Merioneth.



Guide to
Claddirg.
r. Backing, Slab Dimensions,
Cramps
Accuracy of backing to cladding
The amount of tolerance normally specified between
the back of the cladding and the face of the building
construction (whether concrete or brickwork) does
not allow for much inaccuracy in the position or the
level of the rnits comprising the building frame.
'When concrete is wrongly positioned, it necessitates

either cutting-back or dubbing-out in order to get a

proper fixing for the facing slabs. All too often im-
provisations have to be resorted to which, in many
cases, leave much to be desired, When concrete does
have to be cut back and the steel rods are exposed,
steps must be taken to protect the steel against
rusting, Rusting of steel and iron in walls is the
direct cause of runy failures on external faces of
buildings.

The recommended 'gap' between the back face of
cladding and the face of concrete is f in. If this varies
more than f in. mximum, the cramps or other
fixings desigred for the job will be either too short
or too long, This leads to makeshift adaptation which
in many cases results in an unsound job.

Accuracy in setting out position of
anchor slots and other in situ provisions
If a sound job is to be achieved, it is extremely
importmt that all fixing provisions in the concrete
frame are correctly positioned. Close liaison with
the msonry specialist is necessary to ensure that
these in sito provisions 'line up' with the correspond-
ing provisions made in the cladding slabs.

Materials to be used
Care should be taken to ensure that the stone,
granite, mrble, or slate specified is sound and free
from defects rvhich impair its strength, and that its
durability is appropriate to the situation and circum-
stances in which it is to be used.

Dimensions of slabs
These will vary according to the type of material
used. The following notes are for general guidance:
d LTMEsToNES AND sANDsroNrs, Generally the
thickness should not be less than 3 in. Experience
has shown, however, that a thickness of4 in. is more
satisfactory - the number of metal fixings is reduced;
better bonding to the frame or backing is possible;
the risk of staining is lessened. The difference in
final cost between material 3 and 4 in. thick is small.

The area of each individual stone should not
exceed 8 sq. ft.
b cneNrtE, MARBLE, sr,err. The recommended
thickness of slabs for cladding externally above first

floor ievel and for soffits and supported fascias below
first floor level is at least. r$ in. This thickness will
normally allow sufficient body of material behind
the cramp holes to ensure against spalling or splitting
at cramping points - there should be not less than
half the thickness of material behind cramp holes.
Where possible, advice should be sought from the
supplying quarry or masotry contractor who may,
in certain cases, recommend a minimum of z in.

In special circumstances where it is not possible to
use r$ in. mterial, or where this thickness is con-
sidered inadequate, thickening pieces nay be stuck
on to the back of the slab with special adhesive and
pinned at the points of cramping,

For internal wall linings, it is suggested that not
less than f; in. thick material be used. Where possible
the suppliers' recommendations should be sought.

The area of each individual slab will vary with
different types ofmaterial, but generally for material

f in. thick it should not exceed 6 sq. ft.; and for
material r] in. thick, provided handling facilities are
available, it should not exceed 8-ro sq. ft.

Cramp holes and mortices
These should be drilled or cut in all materials, and

care taken to avoid stunning or fracture aromd their
immediate area.

Cramps and other fixings
These should be made from suitable non-ferrous
metal, e.g, copper, phosphor bronze, gun metal, or
from suitable stainless steel alloys - though it should

be noted that only certain stainless steel alloys are
satisfactory for these purposes. They should be made
to a precise specification and be of such shape and
dimensions adequate to carry the loads to be im-
poseil upon them. On any one job it is preferable that
all metal fixings and dovetail anchor slots should be
of the same material.

The table below indicates the maximum safe
working stresses of the various metals and will be
helpful in designing corbel plates and other support
fixings. When designing corbel plates, there must be
sufficient body of concrete surrounding the plate to
withstand the load.

Steel or iron, even when treated against corrosion
should never be used for cramps, corbel plates, or
other fixings. The protective coating is vulnerable
to damage, and corrosion will inevitably result.
Rusting of steel or iron in masotry walls is the cause
ofa great many failures on external faces ofbuildings.

It often happens that owing to discrepancies in the
position of concrete or to mislocation cf holes,
pockets, or anchor slots built into the coicrete
frame members, metal fixings do not register ac-
curately with the provisions made in the cladding
slabs. All too of'ten makeshift improvisations are
resorted to. This should be avoided even to the
extent of providing new metal fixings or recutting
dowel holes and mortices.

One solution to this problem is to cut the dowel
holes or mortices on the site rather than at the
masonry works. so as lo ensure correct positioning.
This is relatively simple in the case of stone and
marble, but it is not really practicable for granite and
slate,

*An extract from the new Code of Prcctice for fixing stone,
granite, marble, and slate slabbing to structural frmes.
Obtainable from the British Stone Federation, r4r
Streatham High Road, swr 6

The British Stone Federation
has moved to l4l Streatham High Road
London SWl6
Streatham 7871

ADVISORY SERVICE
The British Stone Federation has
made a close study of all the Problems
relating to the use of stone, and has
set up an advisory panel vvhich giYes

architects and others free advice and
help on stone matters. lnquiries should
be addressed to the SecretarY

Guide to safe working stresses of various metals

Moleriol IJ'et

Recommeruled maximum safe

working sttess-lb- per sq. in.

Tensile

Copper, rolled
Copper, wire-rod
Phosphor bronze, cast, B.s.r40o, P.8.2

Phosphor bronze, rolled, n.s.4o7 f z

Phosphor bronze, extruded, r.s.369
Phosphor bronze, wire-rod, n.s.3 84

Gm metal
Stainless steel

Cramps I anchors

Dowels I cramps

Corbel plates; cramps

Cramps ; anchors

Angles and 'Z' sections

Dowels I cramps

All types as above

All types as above

r3,foo 6,9oo
r3,Soo 6,5oo
r 2,ooo 5,5oo
33,5oo 2o,ooo
29,ooo r8,ooo
29,ooo

8,5oo
r 6,ooo

r 8,ooo
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